
Group Description:

+ PLEASE READ BEFORE POSTING +

THE PURPOSE OF THIS COMMUNITY IS TO SHARE GOODS AND SERVICES WITHOUT EXPECTING ANYTHING IN RETURN!

Exchange free zone

Our sharing is based on grace of charity and without using money or anything else as a trade-off. Please keep this fundamental idea in 
mind, even when you post and comment.

Just say WHAT you would like to receive or give away and WHERE it needs to be collected, whether it is furniture, food, a bicycle repair,
help of a craftsman, a place to sleep, an open ear, outdoor activities or other.

Rules:

1. Buying or selling as well as trading are a no-go and will lead to an immediate exclusion from this group!

2. It is up to the giver who will receive the gift.

3. Insults or offensive remarks will not be tolerated! Please respect the netiquette when you post.

4. The administrator has the final say in all matters.

Additional content you cannot post in this group:

- Offers/requests for apartments/housing

- Job offers/requests

- Ride shares*

- Advertising of any kind

- Raffle, lottery, or trial lessons

- Petitions (only after consultation with the administrator)

- Signing over contracts

- Post like “Where can I get this and that cheap?”

- Giving away prescription drugs

- Giving away animals

* Free ride shares of course are permitted but this needs to be indicated in the post.

Tips for successful sharing:

1. When your offer or request is finished, please delete your post (use the small arrow on the upper right of your post and select 
“delete post”)

2. Use the search-option before you post (little magnifying glass directly under the group picture on the right). Someone may already 
be offering something you need.

3. If you encounter a post that doesn’t belong in the group, use the “report to admin” option (small arrow on the upper right of the 
post)

Disclaimer:

Every member is responsible for her-/himself. Share and Care and its administrators do not take responsibility for non-collected items, 
the quality of goods and services, etc.

We ALL are the Community and together we make it something incredible!

P.S. If you like this idea and want to start a Community in your own city, feel free to start your own group and use this one as a draft.
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